Introduction. In a generalized critical state model
(CSM) [1, 2] the pinning of flux lines in type II super- 1 t conductors is described by a critical current density where E 1 is the induced voltage at the same external /c' which may depend on magnetic induction B and field, when the flux front has reached the centre plane on position. Additional screening of flux by surface of the slab (x~= 0); E1 is independent of the external currents is expressed in terms of a Ben(Ba) relation field at which the field change started and depends in the case of an increasing external induction and of only on Ba. The local magnetic induction at this posiBex(Ba) in the decreasing case. Ben(Ba) and B~(Ba) tion is given by: give the value ofB just inside a narrow surface layer
as a function of external field. Finally, under ac con-
en'~a ditions also flux flow effects have to be considered; -1 they will be described in the same way as normal curBex(Bo -b0) +~(Ba -BaO)dBen/dBalBao (3) rents in terms of a flux flow conductivity (Yff. Bao is defined by Ben(Bao) = Bex(B0 -b0). With the An inductive technique making use of a trapezoidal help of these equations the flux distribution at the ac field (amplitude b0) superposed on a static field moment at which the external field change started B0 has proven to be a powerful instrument for the can be determined. An analogous derivation can be study of the various parameters of the CSM [1] . A given for a decreasing field. careful analysis of the waveform of the induced voltage leads to a separation of the various contributions Experimental results. The experimental method to the ac losses * . In fact, it is possible to determine described above has been used to study the critical the flux distribution inside a superconductor, providstate in a Nb slab. The sample (20 X 5 X 0.3 mm 3) ed that flux flow effects may be neglected and that was taken from commercial Nb plate and subsequent-'c is independent of B within the applied ac field ly annealed. Experiments were done with trapezoidal range. In this case the voltage induced in a pick-up ac fields of various amplitudes and~a/dt values coil around a superconducting slab (thickness 2d) in superposed on a static field. A more detailed descrip. a parallel increasing field is given by: tion of the experimental equipment is given elsewhere *
A number of normalized E versus Ba curves for inwhere x is the position to which the flux change has
A more detailed discussion of the experimental method entered. The position of this flux front can be deterand the equipment which is used for these measurements mined from:
wifi be published in a subsequent paper. [~T]
cannot be explamed by assummg that 'c is actually This is a consequence of the fact that the induced voltage is determined equally by both the flux profile creasing and decreasing fields are given in fig. 1 . The in increasing and decreasing field. Additional confir. point at which an individual curve reaches the envemation of this point is given by the experimental relope indicates the penetration of the flux front to the suit that the/s values are independent of field reversal. centre of the slab; the envelope curves give the voltAlso the fact that /depends on B cannot give any cxages Ei(Ba) which are a measure for dBen/dBa and planation of the observed phenomenon; it can be (lBexI(lBa, respectively. A very remarkable feature is seen easily that in increasing field a smaller value of that in decreasing field the centre plane is reached jshould be obtained because the average value of B much earlier than in increasing field. This suggests a inside the sample is larger in this case than in desmaller value Of/c in decreasing field. This is confirmcreasing field. With respect to the behaviour of surface ed by the results in fig. 2 where the value of jĩs screening currents no special assumptions were made. plotted as a function of B. The/c values are deter-A small correction to the results can be obtained by mined from the linear middle part of the E versus Ba taking into account the second order term in the curves, according to eqs. (2) and (3). Here also the Taylor expansion of eq. (3); this correction, however, difference between/a in increasing and decreasing is not enough to explain the large difference in/a valfields is observed.
ues. Although flux flow effects may not be neglected Most experiments were done at a temperature of in this sample, they are not responsible for the observ-4.2 K but experiments at 2.0 K exhibit the same feaed phenomenon: the /ṽalues are independent of the applied dBa/dt in a wide range of d.Ba/dt values (0.67 a temperature profile with a high temperature at the T/s to 27 T/s). A decrease of the flux flow conducposition of the flux front and a lower temperature at tivity~with increasing B (which is commonly obthe surface. The result of this temperature gradient is served) will lead to an apparently larger value of jĩn a force on the flux lines towards the surface. In indecreasing field, which is in contradiction with the creasing field this means that flux penetrates the slab experimental results, less easily, i.e., a larger critical current density while Conclusively it can be said, that the observed difin decreasing field flux moves out more easily, i.e., a ference in/a values cannot be explained in terms of lower/a value. So thermo-magnetic effects might give the generalized critical state model, since none of the an explanation of the experimental data. Finally when parameters of this model nor their B-dependences can these two possibilities cannot be held responsible for account for this behaviour. So far a realistic explanathe observed results, a more fundamental breakdown tion cannot be given. Several deviations from the of the CSM in which also values of the supercurrent CSM may be considered. First of all the model may be between ±/may exist for a finite time interval, may extended to a non-isothermal CSM. In this case the be considered. A more extensive presentation of the temperature of the sample varies during one period results obtained on this sample will be given in a subof the ac field due to dissipation; now also the tempersequent paper. ature dependence of the various parameters must be taken into account. A second extension concerns the
